NAME:________________
DATE:___________

BE USED TO __ING
An English-Zone.Com Worksheet

I
am
A. I am used to living in California.
You
are
(be) used to
+ ___ing
He
is
Meaning: Living in California feels normal to me.
She
is
(not) used to ___ing
B. Sara isn’t used to living in Alaska.
It
is
(be)(not) used to
+ ___ing
We
are
You
are
Meaning: Living in Alaska does not feel normal to her.
They
are
" NOTE: BE USED TO -ING and BE ACCUSTOMED TO -ING have the same meaning, and follow the same grammar structure.
Compare these examples: I am used to living in California. = I am accustomed to living in California.

PART A. Study the examples, then write sentences using BE USED TO –ING

EX1. (eat) Circus

elephants are used to eating
peanuts for lunch every day.
aren’t used to having hamburgers for lunch every day.

EX2. (have) Elephants

1. (have) Yuki is Japanese. She_______________________________ miso soup
2. (eat) I ____________________________steak for lunch and dinner every day.

for breakfast every day.
That’s too expensive!

3. (hunt) Eskimos
in cold weather. They live in Alaska.
4. (work) Santa Clause__________________________________ cold weather. He lives in the North Pole.
5. (live) Hawaiian people
in cold weather. Hawaii has tropical weather.

6. (carry) Moving men ___________________________heavy boxes up the stairs all day. They work hard.
7. (carry) My boss ___________________________heavy boxes up the stairs all day, so he fell down.

8. (do) Max _________________________college mathematics, so he doesn’t understand his homework.
9. (solve) The professors _______________________difficult algebra problems, so they are easy.

10. (work) A soldier __________________________________ harsh physical conditions.
11. (follow) Soldiers __________________________________orders from their commanders.
12. (get) Soldiers __________________________________ very much free time. They’re always

busy.

PART B. Rewrite the sentences using BE ACCUSTOMED TO -ING
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BE USED TO __ING

-ANSWER KEY-

An English-Zone.Com Worksheet

I
am
A. I am used to living in California.
You
are
(be) used to
+ ___ing
He
is
Meaning: Living in California feels normal to me.
She
is
(not) used to ___ing
B. Sara isn’t used to living in Alaska.
It
is
(be)(not) used to
+ ___ing
We
are
You
are
Meaning: Living in Alaska does not feel normal to her.
They
are
" NOTE: BE USED TO -ING and BE ACCUSTOMED TO -ING have the same meaning, and follow the same grammar structure.
Compare these examples: I am used to living in California. = I am accustomed to living in California.

PART A. Study the examples, then write sentences using BE USED TO –ING
elephants are used to eating
peanuts for lunch every day.
aren’t used to having hamburgers for lunch every day.
1. (have) Yuki is Japanese. She is used to eating
miso soup for breakfast every day.
EX1. (eat) Circus

EX2. (have) Elephants

2. (eat) I

am not used to eating

3. (hunt) Eskimos
4. (work) Santa

are used to hunting

Clause

5. (live) Hawaiian
6. (carry) Moving

steak for lunch and dinner every day. That’s too expensive!
in cold weather. They live in Alaska.

is used to working

people

aren’t used to living

boss isn’t used to carrying

8. (do) Max

isn’t used to doing

10. (work) A

in cold weather. Hawaii has tropical weather.

men are used to carrying

7. (carry) My

9. (solve) The

cold weather. He lives in the North Pole.
heavy boxes up the stairs all day. They work hard.

heavy boxes up the stairs all day, so he fell down.

college mathematics, so he doesn’t understand his homework.

professors are used to solving

soldier

is used to working

11. (follow) Soldiers
12. (get) Soldiers

difficult algebra problems, so they are easy.
harsh physical conditions.

are used to following
aren’t used to getting

orders from their commanders.
very much free time. They’re always busy.

PART B. Rewrite the sentences using BE ACCUSTOMED TO -ING
1. (have) Yuki
2. (eat) I

is Japanese. She is accustomed to eating

am not accustomed to eating

3. (hunt) Eskimos
4. (work) Santa

5. (live) Hawaiian
6. (carry) Moving
7. (carry) My
8. (do) Max

in cold weather. They live in Alaska.

is accustomed to working

people aren’t accustomed to living

cold weather. He lives in the North Pole.
in cold weather. Hawaii has tropical weather.

men are accustomed to carrying heavy boxes up the stairs all day. They work hard.

boss isn’t accustomed to carrying

heavy boxes up the stairs all day, so he fell down.

isn’t accustomed to doing college mathematics, so he doesn’t understand his homework.

9. (solve) The
10. (work) A

steak for lunch and dinner every day. That’s too expensive!

are accustomed to hunting

Clause

miso soup for breakfast every day.

professors are accustomed to solving

soldier

11. (follow) Soldiers
12. (get) Soldiers

is accustomed to working
are accustomed to following
aren’t accustomed to getting

difficult algebra problems, so they are easy.
harsh physical conditions.
orders from their commanders.
very much free time. They’re always busy.
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